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a yellow material ( metal )

a white material ( metal )

to bring it into use for the first time.

a group of things which go together.

A business that runs a regular service for carrying
passengers and goods.

ajourney by plane.

a line of people who are waiting for
something.

to do something if you can.

Something makes light,

a kind of stone which is used to build or decorate

buildings.

ffi "*u,,i.

is a thing which all people in a country do.

very interested in something.

belonging to someone or having.: istj- /J,tJla

around/nearly/about.-JlJ* / kln

a person from another country.

the state of being well.

strong , not often ill.

To plan or have plan in your head.

the science which studies living things.

the science which studies substances.

is a group of lessons which go together.

marks which you get for finishing a course.

is the science which studies light, heat, sound and electricity.

the possibility of harm or loss.

things you use in home such as beds.

a substance such as plastic and leather.

to arrive so that people can see it.
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to put a new thing in place of an old one.
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Yocabulary Sectionl

appreciate

habit

rarely

tourist

apart

competition

remain

operate

prevent

register

result

:reat

Jesign

-acilities

reed

:ecogruze

:_sriculture

:ommerce

:ommercial

::oduction

:dustry

rrepare

:eal with

.',.periment

:r:remely

'- addition

aqueue/aline.

to understand the value of something.

like a custom but is done by one person.

a person who goes touring or visiting.

separate / away from.

a game which tests what people can do.

Stay

{*lF \t"c ";2n / ,[!
to make something work.

to stop a person doing something.

be on a list.

what happens after you do something.

to try to cure by medical means.

to plan something usually on paper.

the equipment, the place and all the things which make it
possible to do something.

a thing which you need or want.

to find that you already know someone or something as

you have seen them before.

farming.

the buying and selling of things between countries.

Making things.

production in factories.

make someone or something ready.

try to find a solution.

to try or to test something to see what happens.

very

"J!+s[Ytl 
t,^rl

a person who makes a machine work.

out side

a person's place in the police, civil defense , army, etc.

to make someone safe from danger.

rerator
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to come out or fall out accidentally.

to catch someone or something so that they can't get away'

always ready to do things.

a machine found in the house.

the end of life.

to become bigger or more comPlete.

the opposite of easy

moving your body to keeP healthY

Healthy

the ability to hear

to look almost the same as

prevent accidents or diseases

something bad and unexPected

the ability to seeJajjl / 4$rl

Easy

to use cigarettes

a small shaped thing made sugar or chocolate.

the land at the edge of the sea.

a large area ofland.

a very large sea.

for a long time ; for all time.

an adjective for all someone that does well

doing well.

plants which we use for feed.

easy to use or easY to get.r*ll, / dfu
the ability to do work.

added; more than usual.a:\1/ seLat

getting more.

to put it in a place and keep it there.

Unluckily



Yocabulary Section

i graduate

high way

ilane

I recently

Technology

evidence

lncrease

in the shape of a circle

something that enjoys people.

a piece of land used for growing food or keeping animals.d.::^/J;-lJ4^

a person who completes a course of studies and receives a

certiflcate.

alarge road where cars can drive fast.

a part of a high way for one line of traffic.

from a very short time before.

machines in general.nl ;r<U1 / c,Yitt

coming from the water tap.

give.suS:/tS;-l"*

a short time before the present time.l: r I . .
Lu.r> / rjsji

big.

science used for making things in industry.

because of ; by way of.J)l-;, / J)Li

a disease caused by uncontrolled division of abnormal

cells in part of the body.

to make something happen.

to become smaller or less.

information that shows if something is true/proof.

to become more or bigger.rt.:i / ,!;'i

big.

to happen or take place.

a number of things or an amount.

the outside layer or covering of a person or animal.

gift i not absent

like, almost the same.

the noun of deep.

take out; pull out.

something as a part of a group or set.

probable.



substance not solid or gas such as water.

Away of doing something.

a series of steps that make a change.

hard substance.

a picture that means more than something it shows.

a thing made for children to play with.

going quickly, sent quickly.

not very large.

got to , arrive at.

to make or become united.

do something successfully.

something that is believed / opinion.

try to beat others.

the collecting crops.

o.E;,:, JS /-";Yl t"4; Js

the way someone does his work.

to store so that it can be looked in the future.

speak for, stand in the place of.

in charge ofresponsible for

a thread which is made by silk worrn.

be afraid of.

strength.

to do something.

like something already mentioned.

for example.
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[ocabulary Section

drawer

entrance

far east

fteeze

freezer

Iamb

prefer

pnce

veal

l'ailable

:ondition

:rpand

=ilure

;enerally

JlCSS

. . atact

', :efather

::at-grand
-.:ent

-,.'ority

*:norial

-::.ident

-:umber

3i1

the meat we get from a cow.

a yellow metal made by mixing copper and zrnc.

a box which moves and which is used for storing things.

a place where you enter a building.

The south east Asia

to make something as cold as ice.

a machine for freezing food.

a young sheep.(;:-'*) j+i,6jl JL4JI

to like someone or something better than another or others.

the meat which we get from a calf.(J-) u-'+ g^t

able to be used / found / bought

the way something looks or works

make or grow longer.

the opposite of success.

The opposite of succeed.

considering something as a whole.

;S4r;:*c / 3.rU

put into another language.

a person who believes.

a sea and an area in the north Atlantic.

meeting, coming together.

people in your family long ago.

your grandfather's or grandmother's parent.Jiljll ; ',j.ltj q.Jt

the greater number.

a building to remind people of a person or an event.

the man who rules a republic.

be more than.

to go to comfort or help.-i:t to
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money that you are given regularly for a special reason.

a person who writes a book,

wealth,luck.

ihe fact of being a man not a boy.

along written story.

to give a legal punishment.

the land which a school , college or university is located on.

think about something.

the study ofhow money and goods are produced and

distributed.

firm / accurate

the study ofsubjects such as language but not science.

ffi,"muL{tas

a pemon who acts in a play.

take care of a child.

a person's working life.

what makes one person different from another.

a man who acts well towards others..;UJi r-"r / .q-

an agreement to pay money in case of illness , death or

accident.

helpful / interested in others.

the noun of kind.

unhappy when alone or without friends,

an activity for enjoyment only.

a literary composition involving rhyme ,rhythm and

imagery.

a person who writes poems.

poems in general.

a part of a theatre on which actors stand.

the building in which plays are performed.

the time when you were a child.

someone who kept in a place and can't leave.

allowance

L_#J 4+a f9<.#

Humanities

Intelligent smart , be quick to understand.



Vocabulary Section

rr
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(sl

vet.

pitv

social sciences

Society

straight way

Veterinary

medicine

veterinary

Veterinary

surgeon

surgeon

engmeermg

adventure

Chief

desire

entire

Fair

Faith

fertile

hostile

Dromlse

keep a promise

rribe

rribal

generosity

IOfin

ride up

famed

lllustrate

In demand

native speaker

the study of medicines

a feeling of being sorry for someone else.

the study of people in society.

a group ofpeople considered as a whole.

immediately.

the srudy of animal medicine.

a doctor for animals

a doctor for animals

a doctor for injured animals, c Jo- -l s L-LJ.
-J -.L

a doctor makes surgeries.

the study of building roads and bridges.

an exciting event ofjoumey

leader / ruler / the head of tribe.L t .l-

, ir+JJ / JJl's

want something a lot.:ux / ,.s
whole / complete.

light in colour / honest / a good copy.,',il1 -iE - l:13 - .:.i.1
vJLv

strong belief

able to produce plants.

very unfriendly i belonging to the enemy.

say that you will certainly do something.

do what you promised to do.

a group of people who live together and ruled by one chief.

belonging to a tribe.4l*+J!4. j;^ / J1s

when you are happy to give.

Shape.

to sit on a horse back and control its movement.

with a frame around.

someone who has spoken a language since he was born.UlJl r*l-1 &rc;6

not vertical but at an angle.Jil* /)d^slanted



verslon ;**u /;1;*1
a for- of something which has been changed a little from

the original.

basement a room or rooms in the house under the ground.

clock an instrument for measuring time.

drainage o[. -],;.* a system of pipes for carrying away waste water.

escalator rlltu? I; t.

staim which move so that you don't have to walk up with

them.

Elderly LltP quite old.

fan cj;"" / e+;*
an instrument which used to blow air around the room.

A supporter of a famous Person.

foundation stone rl&laJl ;>

a stone which is laid by an important person at the

beginning of a building.

adapt *,Ci,
change something to match another purpose or

environment.

beneflt id-i- i/;l:G an advantage or good thing

challenge LiJall call someone to compete against you.

cooperation
- l-

u-9k working together.

explorer 1ad" f ,aL<-,.'," a person who travels to find out places.

Human being a person , a man, woman or child'

individually rpa 
"K& 

/ ;L- r). Separately

memorv ;rSlr an ability to remember things.

memoflze Jsr+ Learn

molsture qF; water in small quantities.

ration d"M / 4d the amount a Person gets.

ultraviolet :rj+,,,;;f j+:ra;l rays can't be seen by the human eYes.

sub-zero F*jl .-*i under zero.

voyage q-t*r il*l a trip by sea.

expedition a,,}L:si-l aLJ a trip for scientiflc purpose.

common belonging to several people - found in many places , usual

decline ' ;.;5J * .rsO;4 - .P:;1 weakness / refuse

decorate make something more beautiful by adding things to it'

decoration something used to decorate.

emphasize -63r make people notice something; stress

frame J!6 / rl]"l the edge of the metal or wood around a picture.

loud speaker ':ry' ^;,5* an electrical instrument which makes sounds louder'

l,
f,.
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plaza ;-{asi a;hj} an open area in a town or citY.

sprinkler an instrument for spreading drops of water over alatge area'

ventilate dJ{J allow fresh air to enter a room

ventilator 4$$
,, 

"pt"rrg 
in the wall which can be opened or closed to

ventilate.

cemetery aJis a place where dead people are buried

lcriminal

escape

forgive

a person who breaks the law.

U.}dJ get away.

say that you don't punish someone doing something wrong'

kidnap

persuade

,dr-

reward

*.

slave

'rrr*bla

,,r'ashable

'"lrgl*b1.

:reakable

dL; steal a person usuallY for moneY

L*
to make someone do what you want after discussion'

4!lla
a person who makes books, .....

a machine which Prints things.

aUt<" 7;lt<* something given to a person for service

I44P / o4',
, st.o"g *.t"1box with a door used for keeping money in'

not in danger.

.La
a pe.son wtro is owned by another person and works for

him without money.

f ,l}":*q ;':!e can't be used.

'1+;11 
J'.tlr able to be washed without being damaged.

F.L something silly that you cannot treat in a serious way'

;l-,\Il 
"Iit3

something can be broken easilY.

lcqulre uJ4 J^*i I 'r*'t'\ get I gain

:rrcraft

:ontinually

"

,1JCl .,a J+,; aiS;* a machine which flies such as airplane , helicopter,'

\.\ ra I\4 repeated many times.

crl,L*lj"t1 ;r*i
prrce of riding a vehicle / the money paid by travelers to

travel.

l-".dq*tt.^

,, ide- bodied

*

."*

,-l-&l^*1 a group of places, buses, cars or ships move together.

L*#rlisll the main office of an organization.

;{;*11 
"Jr+j,c

a percon has a wide shoulder.

.:,K Jl ,'s l+r
JvlJ

a kind of engine.

4-..t.li something done for people by an organization'

3;L; / )A;d" to stop fire.

J1

i.:.st"*.

a+rL- aJJ+/&+:i to travel around ar,area.

oljtYl aL* a building for fire fighters and their equipments'



chemical d-aL4A oJtr substance used in chemistry.

accidentally r*;Le 
"$;,1

happen without intending / by chance

mlnlmum ;r'Yl u^.tt the least / the smallest.

sharp :L has a very thin edge.

scald ;L rLl,gt;;l to bum someone with hot liquid or boiled water.

beyond .l rq /,i& more than a particular amount / behind.

border J-g-}} the official line that separate two countries,

army the part of a country's military who defense its land'

fresh 7)E in good condition because or has been produced recently.

attract dJa to make someone like something or feel interested in it.

attractrve +lr+ adj. pleasant to look at,

balanced contain equal elements.

diet ol;- the kind of food that you eat each day.

tuel i9sl a substance can be burned to produce heat or power.

supply )il) / )a) provide.

contain *Jc,gj:*1 Has or include.

District a- /A;Ja# anarca of a city,

Advantage
/ - it. / -.4w/4.IrL9/d)u benefit.

Disadvantage bad thing or dismerit.

Remedy aJt+ / e>L a medicine that cure pain / to deal successfully with a problem.

Achieve i+p- / 3;4 to succeed in doing something well

beverages .:t.3;":." Drinks

Selection
l--.1 / I -. I

EL4dl / )l..].cr Choice

international Gt, connected with more than one country.

Voice *jb the sound you make when You sPeak,

Minaret tulLr a tall tower of mosque.

fountain ,:riI a structure that sent out water into the air'

century ,l€ 100 years.

herd ald / Jlr a group of animals or people of one kind.

insult at d{ to say or do something that offends someone.

ancestor r+ / ,rt., a member of your family who lived a long time ago.

vlctory )@
winning a battle or comPetition.

!r::: flrs LItJt,s
$rc@ r (S$\ rr
$i\NwMffiirir'rr



Vocabulary Section:
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:otal

drive / drove /
driven

positive

negative

Deffn1sslon

screen

JOmpare

specialize

lower station

:-Opmg

::1se

::ugh

.:pointment

:::aftment

1n1c

i;Clne

_:geon

::3sthetics

r:tiseptic

.::bassador

- -. ^1.
-Ll

!
___l

___l

___l

___l

II
I

l

ntlr'.

!

*e"l:

;:ecialist

to control a car and make it move.

unconstructive

to allow someone to do something..L* /,'ril

the flnal number o amount.al6*1l /sJ(Jl &+.+11

the flat glass part of a television.

to examine two or more things in order to find out how

they are similar or different.

a building where electricity is made.

someone who watches television.

to force someone to do something..3Jllrl / rnljJl

the typical weather conditions in an area.

the inside surface of the top part of the room.

higher at one end than at the other.

alarge natural hole in the side of a cliff.

extra I additional.

a sick person.

one of two organs in the body used to breathe.

regular beat in the heart.

make air come out of the throat with a sudden short sound.

a meeting that has been arranged for a particular time and

place.

one ofthe parts oflarge organization / section.

doctor's office

expert / someone who knows a lot about a particular subject.

liquid that prevents diseases.

doctor cuts into patient's body during operations.

substances that help patients sleep during operations.

a substance to kill bacteria.

a percon who represents his country in another one.

lorry

short trip / picnic; "*^E aLJ / 4-aj;r {JufSlOn
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Choose the word closest in the meaning to the

underlined word.

This teacher speaks to every student individually.

@caretully @hard @separately @loudly

Our hospital acquired new machines last year.

@helped @made @had @got

This lesson is hard to learn.

@well @easy @ difficult @good

Sick people don't feel good.

@Huppv @nicrr @Poor @ill

There is a big demand for pens to write on the board.

@writer @notice @help @need

She moved to this new flal with her family.

@ floor @building @ cave @ apartment

Eating too much candy is unhealthy.

@ f.oit @ sweet @meat @ vegetables

The teacher asked the student to complete the exercises.

@finish @write @ read @.opv

He was anno)'ed because he lost his sunglasses.

@poor @ smart Chuppv @urgry

The sun is a star and sends out light.

" ,),.:.
,: ....

:". I
!::r'

,'l|::

@receives @orbits @ reflects @radiates



\hcabulary Section..,ffi

This sutr)ermarket has many different merchandises.

@ salesman @ goods C customers @ doors

The plane fortunatel), had an accident but had not been destroyed.

@easily @ caretully @ sadly @luckily

My father had a very nice truck.

@notebook @flat @Iibrary @lonl,

The country has an 9UIIIUS wealth.

@abig @asmall @ not enough @ a hidden

The time refers to nearlv 12 o'clock.

@reach @ exactly @almost

I

lr

This man gives need], people food every Friday.

@huppv OPoot @rich

@learn

')/.
:...):

@close

@sad

I went to buy a dozen towels to put in the hathroom.

@five @ten @twelve @twenty

He travelled to England with his companions last year.

@brothers @neighbors @ students @ friends

Most Muslims memorize the Holly Qur'an.

@read @write @hold

Antarctica is far from Saudi Arabia.

near @remote @close @uie

His house is full of appliances of many kinds.

@ seats @ furniture @tools @machines

It is ordinar], to be hot in summer season in Saudi Arabia.

@normal @abnormal @well @quite



The drapes of the Kab'a are changed every year.

@windows @doors @ seats @ curtains

If you please, give me four cans of soft drinks.

@tins @classes @cups @ cartoons

A judge must be a very fu[g person.

@good @old @rich @honest

l:t 1 /.t"'

*l$, The speaker emphasizes the word in his speech.

@ reads @ stresses @writes @underline

Human beings can't live under water.

@rhings @Animals @People

They intend to travel abroad to complete their studies.

@plan @arive @help

@mends @ chooses

@rarely

@ school

@Plants

@nv

She selects a modern skirt.

@buys @sells

This boy never sleeps after noon.

,..ill1,, There is a beautiful bazaar near our house.

@market @playground @yard

He has various plane models .

@new @old @similar @ different

I have a light in my living room.

@alamp @u*g @ abed @ a chair

.r.,: .1'

fr-:: When you buy clothes , you will find the cost on a label.

@usually @often @ sometimes

@price @ instruction @ letter @word



Vocabulary Section

This man is a very wealthy man.

@young @old @rich @poor

He went to the doctor and wrote drugli to him to be better.

@medicines @food @ drinks @fruits

They think about buying a new house.

@ consider @prevent @ continue

We feel p!!y for poor people.

@huppv @ good @nice @rotry

If you have good grades, you will join a university.

@timetables @lessons @families

You have to put petrol in your car before moving.

@help

@marks

@seat

@almost

@gut @wheel @ cover

The answers for these questions are rcgisg ones.

@every @exact @never

The Sultan of this country is a very fair man.

@ teacher @ traveler @ doctor @ruler

After your lecture at university , you must study hard.

@ school @ lesson @ learning

My alarm clock soes off at 5 o'clock every day.

@show

@rots

@healthy

@dislikes @shoots @rings

Pepsi and hamhurger are junk food.

@unhealthy @rich @good

We are living in a spacioup house, as we have a room for everyone.

@small @uie @new @ cheap



This man is a very wealthy man.

@young @old @rich

@ruler

@show

@rots

@healthy

@dislikes @ shoots @rings

Pepsi and hamburger are junk food.

@marks

@ seat

@almost

After your lqgture at university , you must study hard,

@ert @wheel @ cover

The answers for these questions are prectse ones.

@every @ exact @never

The Sultan of this country is a very fair man.

@ teacher @ traveler @ doctor

@ school @ lesson @ learning

My alarm clock goes off at 5 o'clock every day.

Vocabulary Section:::Xffi

@poor

He went to the doctor and wrote druss to him to be better.

@medicines @food @drinks @ fruits

They think about buying a new house.

@ consider @prevent @ continue @help

We feel Bity for poor people.

@huppv @ good @nice @rorry

If you have good grades, you will join a university.

@timetables @lessons @families

'llou have to put petrol in your car before moving.

@unhealthy @rich @good

We are living in a spacious house , as we have a room for everyone.

@small @bie @new @ cheap



They have limited money to buy a new farm'

@small @more @rich @poor

There is room for more hooks in this bag'

@shelf @ seat @ space @hole

:,::,;;;.: The flisht attendan-ts were hetpful and polite during the flight.

@workers @hosts Og"'tt @pilots

The prophet Mohammed ( PBuH ) was generous and trustful'

@ sensitive @wise @kind @nervous

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

t2

13

t4

15

16

t7

a u!o
a bi .f
a b O,a
a b cf
a b,. a
a, b " aua'c d

f u c d

a b.a
a b.O
a)" o

'a b . a
.a b:. f
Ou c d

a'b . O
a bt O'a
a b O,o

18 a,b " O i

tv O" s u

!t-t o!" ..'

2l a'b . | 
:

-- O. ! u

23 ab..O
24 Ou c a

o
26 ^a c d'

27 a b "a
28;O'c d :

29 a .b " a
-{u e) , c u

31 'u(!^" d 
,

32 a b c'O
o

34 !o c u

o
-1rr O" L Lr

37 Ou c d 
l

.,6 a o tO

o-
+u r!.,..
4r a al'a
42:a b "a:
+-1 u o!.,
44 u-b c,f l

45 u!..,
4t' u!..,
4T f.u'" a 

.

4u u o!.,
4e u!..,
so u o!o

.ir..\'#e'



Comprehension Fassages

['(rilIlrllffIll'ltglffi 
ru$,^$dfil,.g

Read The following passage and choose the best answer:

The l '' Dassase,

The story of any science is a record of man's attempts to understand the mysteries of nature. The
Drocesses of nature today are not different from those of long ago ; the change lies only in man,s
--omprehension in his application ofthese processes.

The sun and other heavenly bodies obeyed the same laws and performed the same movements in
;pecific times as today, but only since man has understood these laws and movements he has been

'ble 
to use them to find his way over the oceans by day and night. The force of gravity and the forces

:'f electric energy have always existed, but only sin". ,run'r-rrnderstanding Jf th.r. things he has
: een able to use the water power of the rivers to produce electricity for his orin use.

Scientists are concerned with the composition of things and how nature makes them. Their
:rperiments sometimes succeed and sometimes fail but their knowledge, in both cases, grows; they
':arn a like from failure and success. With the knowledge thus gained, they are able to make new
::scoveries orproduce new inventions or, at least, modifi, the oldines in u n"* *uy.

In fact ' the intimate relations of science to almost every phase of modern life is beyond dispute.
" :rere is scarcely an industrial process that doesn't owe its eificiency, ifnot its initiation, to science.
i ruce pans of aluminum and knives of stain less steel are available only as a few of an ever - ending
"iety'Sub marine cables and motor-cars, artificial lighting , broad lasting . televisions , radar ,'-'rls' engines and machines, all owe much oftheirprese-nt stale perfection to science.

The best title for this passage is ........................

@ industry @ science @agriculture @hunting
The noun from ( produce ) is

@producement @producity
@productive @production

scientists are concerned with the ..,....... of things and how nature makes them.

@ difference @ relation @movement @clearness

According to the passage, scientists ...,...........".

@always fail
@never fail

@ sometimes fail and sometimes succeed @ don't fail

The force of ................. is one of the physics aspects.

@gravity @translation @trafficrules @goods
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Read The fottowing pass&ge and choose the best answer:

The 2'd p4s-s-Qge,

People began to travel by plane in the 1920s, but the planes were very uncomfortable' In the

1930s, many improvements were made to aircraft. Most passengers' planes had two engines and

flew at a spled it Zlq km per hour and at a height of 9000 meters. However , they only carried

about 1000 liters of fuel , * th.y couldn,t travel very far. The flight from London to cairo used

to take 2 days. The planes could carry 20 passengers who used to sit side by side in the narow

body of the pturr.. TLey used to have meali during the flight, but there wasn't any entertainment'

Modern passengers planes , such as the Boeing 747, can carry 600 passengers in their wide

bodies. These jumbo jeir, as they are called, have four powerful engines and can f7y ata speed of

gg0 km. p., ho*. they carry 1ZS,OOO liters of fuel in their wings so that they can travel 10,000

km. nonstop , and that is one third of the way round the world.

Travelling in a modem jumbo jet is very comfortable. Hot meals are served during the flight

from six kitchens on board , and there ur" iztoilets for the passengers. During the flight , there is

a lot for the passengers to do. They can watch a number of different films on TV, listen to music

or read books and magazines.

,ll The best title for this passage is

@ travelling @ planes in the Past and Present

@ passengers' services @ industry

Planes in the past could carrY ,. passengers'

@ 120 @ 2oo o20 @ 4oo

A modern jumbo jet has

@ six kitchens @ t*o toilets C 500 passengers @ eight kitchens

Modern passengers planes are ......... comfortable'

@ less @ more @ because @if

The adverb from ( speed ) is .........

@ speedy @ speedly @ speedily @ speed

a ! c. da!c
abc

d

a
d

d

d

a

a

1

2

3

4

1

2

4

5

a uf o

3 !b.c d

uJ" o
Jc'ba

The 1'tpassage

s f b c

The 2'dpassage

a uf o


